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 ISSA 2007 Contest Sanction Application Rev 2.0
Name, phone, email of contest organizer:
Michael Stride sales@octanesport.com 07905 152 691
Date of Contest: Title of Contest:
3rd February 2008 Cadwell Park
Location of Contest: Number and type of events at this contest (hybrid, tight, etc):
Cadwell Park, Lincolnshire/UK 2 events, Dual tight and GS single lane
Sanction status desired (Basic, 
Prime, Main, Major, Worlds)

Classes of competitors: 
(Pro/Am, Open, Jr, Women, 
etc)

# Of runs per competitor, 
qualification method, 
bracketing method:

Main Pro/am Jr, womens, Jr womens GS, 3 runs. Best time.
Dual slalom, top 32 qualify after 
single lane qualifying of 2 runs 
each

Permits, insurance, arrangements for road closures, etc:
Insurance is under the UKGSA banner. Closed race track
Prizes and value of prizes to be awarded:
So far we have a commitment of 300 Euros from Pavel. I hope to triple that. Plus product.
Venue description (surface, pitch, length, cone distance, etc).  Please describe the hill and course 
as completely as possible:
The hill is a perfect surface dual sided U shaped hill, with excellent run outs. It  is a race track. 
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Venue attractions (local attractions for non-skaters):
Nearby towns, Louth. Nestling in the Lincolnshire 'wolds'. Its an extremely beautiful and undiscovered part 
of the UK, as its on the way to NOWHERE!!! The venue itself will be holding a gravity sports event with 
downhill, longboarding soapbox and bungee jumping. Plenty to see and do.
Press Coverage:
Radio, and TV. This will part of the bigger event, but the slaom race will generate its own publicity too.
Competitor amenities (lodging, meals, gifts, etc):
Cadwell has plenty of local B&Bs hotels etc. For the event there is on site camping with facilities and the 
option of camping at the nearest pub. Meals will be available at the cafeteria. Competitors will not be 
provided with meals unless we can organise a chilli cook with the race tracks permission.
Race Equipment (ramps, timing, displays, safety gear, etc.):
We will have our new all meal ramps. Digital trackmate and Ruready timing with lareg LCD displays. We 
have TWO systems as back up.
Race Personnel (experience, training, etc)    Please include Contest Organizer and contact info:
I will organise the race but NOT RACE. Damn! We will also have Cadwell Park track marshals.
Spectators (expected number, other attractions for spectators, provision for, etc.)
Last year over 2000 spectators came for the main event. The event is part of a gravity festival.

Rules:  Describe any exceptions to the ISSA rules, clarification of rules, equipment allowed or 
restricted (e.g. 6-wheels), competitors allowed or restricted, and any other special rules that 
will apply to this contest.
No 6 wheels please.
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Contest Description:
Last year we were given access to what is one of the best hills in the world for a slalom race as part of a 
gravity festival. We want to hold a GS and a dual race, and already have commitment for sponsorship 
and much interest. The UK has not had main status for any race as of yet, and this is a chicken and egg 
situation. As the race does not clash with any other Euro races and we have all the facilities in place to 
run an excellent race we would respectively ask that points be awarded to attract Euro racers to out 
event. We will do our utmost to make them welcome!

Race Event #1 description:
Eevnt 1

Large Hill GS.

The first event will be 3 runs each on a large GS hill. This will give everyone a good few runs. The hill is 
PERFECT.

Event 2

Dual Slalom

On the opposite hill we will run a tight dual course of 50 cones each lane. It will be tight, offsett and FAST.

We have excellent timing systems in place.

We hope to have a good prize pool (all UK races do!).

Thoughts: 
- February in England is the month with the least rainfall
- Can they provide an indoor race for case it rains? (It might raise the effective 
number of racers traveling to the Event)
- IGSA?
- For Main must provide THREE (3) events

- POST A 2008 SANCTION TOPIC (like last year)


